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This addendum:

II.

A.

sets forth uniform/equipment specifications for sworn and civilian
members, and uniform, equipment, personal appearance and dress
requirements.

B.

informs sworn members of the rank of lieutenant and above that the
wearing of miniature insignia on the collar has been discontinued. The
full-size insignia will be worn on the epaulets of all outer garments
and uniform shirts.

PERSONAL APPEARANCB

A.

Posters depicting "Chicago Police Department Haircut Standards" for male
and female personnel are located throughout the Department. These
posters are offered as a guide for interpreting the provisions of this
directive. Supervisory personnel conducting inspections will ensure
compliance with these standards.

B.

On duty sworn and uniformed civilian members will be well-groomed and
meet the following standards:
1.

Head hair will be neatly trimmed, shaped and arranged and will
not interfere with the external design of the uniform cap.
Forehead hair (bangs), pony tails, braids, etc., will not
protrude from under the uniform cap's headband. The uniform cap
will fit firmly and comfortably around the largest part of the
head.

2.

A male member's neck hair will not extend below the top edge of
the uniform shirt collar nor cover any part of the ear. A female
member's neck hair will not extend below the bottom edge of the
uniform shirt collar.

3.

Sideburns or hair worn in front of the ears will be neatly
trimmed; not extend below the lowest part of the ear; not be
flared; be of even width; and end with a horizontal line.

4.

Head hair will not be adorned with any type of ornamentation nor
be styled, sculpted or carved in radical fashions such as mohawk,
dreadlocks, punk, new wave, etc.

s.

Hair color will be limited to colors that are natural to the
human species or conservative artificial variations.

6.

Hairpins or barrettes will not be conspicuous. Hat pins, exposed
clips and any other type of ornamentation is prohibited.
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7.

A member's face will be clean shaven.

Mustaches are permissible
and will be neatly trimmed; not be excessively bushy, rolled or
curled. A mustache will not extend below the upper lip or beyond
the outer points of the mouth.

Bxception - Upon written approval from the Medical Administrator,
beards may be worn in accordance with procedures outlined in the
Department directive entitled "Skin Disorders Aggravated by
Shaving."
The Medical Administrator's authorization will be
forwarded to the member's unit of assignment and maintained in
the member's personnel file; a copy will also be provided to the
member's watch commander.
8.

III.

IV.

A wig or hairpiece will conform to the same standards as
stipulated for natural hair. The wearing of a wig or hairpiece
to disguise normal appearance is prohibited.

C.

Cosmetics will be applied conservatively. Exaggerated,
unusual cosmetic styles are prohibited.

radical or

D.

Fingernails will not extend beyond the finger tips and will be kept
clean. Fingernail colors are limited to natural, clear or conservative
artificial tones. Multicolored or ornamentally decorated fingernails
are prohibited.

E.

Members may be allowed to deviate from the above standards with prior
written authorization from their commanding officer of exempt rank. The
written authorization will be forwarded to the member's unit of
assignment and maintained in the member's personnel file; a copy' will
also be provided to the watch commander.

UNIFORM AND BQO'IPMBNT SPBCIPICATIONS MANUAL

A.

Uniform and personal equipment items are assigned a specification
number. Each specification references the technical requirements of
uniform and equipment items authorized for use by Department members.

B.

The Uniform and Equipment Specifications Manual should be consulted for
detailed technical specifications and additional information regarding
authorizations and restrictions on uniform and equipment items
described in this directive.

c.

Each unit is provided with a copy of the Uniform and Equipment
Specifications Manual. The manual will be made available for reference
purposes to any member of the Department.

D.

Should there be any contradiction in specifications between the Uniform
and Equipment Specifications Manual and this directive, this directive
will take precedence.

SBASONAL tJNJ:PORM RBQUIRBMBNTS

A.

Department members will use and/or maintain uniform and equipment items
prescribed for their rank or position.
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1.

Winter uniform garments and equipment will be worn/used f r om 1
November through 30 April.

•.

B.

2.

Spring/fall uniform garments and equipment will be worn/used from
1 May through 31 May and l October through 31 October.

3.

During the period of l U'une through 30 September, the authorized
outer garment is the short sleeve shirt with an open collar.
However, uniformed members may choose to wear the long s l eeve
shirt, which will be buttoned at the collar and worn with a
uniform neck tie. When the short sleeve shirt is worn in
conjunction with a uniform blouse/coat/jacket, the shirt collar
will be buttoned and a uniform necktie will be worn.

4.

The removable checkerboard cap band will be worn from 1 November
through 30 April.

Weather Exceptions for Field Uniforms - Sworn and Uniformed Civilian
Members.
1.

A long sleeve shirt and necktie may be worn as an outer garment
when the temperature reaches 60 degrees or above.

2.

A short sleeve shirt, open collar, may be worn as an outer
garment when the temperature reaches 70 degrees or above.

3.

The spring/fall jacket is authorized when the temperature reaches
50 degrees or above.

4.

The winter jacket/coat is authorized when the temperature falls
below 50 degrees.

5.

V.

The v-neck pull - over style sweater with windstopper fabric,
referenced in uniform Specification number 9161.212, may be worn
as a field uniform outer garment at the member's discretion at any
time of the year, unless the assignment of the member is governed
by an order which specifies a required uniform.

DEPARTMENT BBLMBT RBQUIRBMBNTS

A.

All sworn members of the Department will be issued a helmet, face
shield and carrying bag. Sworn members are required to have their
helmets readily available at all times.

B.

Sworn members are responsible for the care and maintenance of the
Department - issued helmet, face shield and carrying bag.
l.

In the event that the Department- issued helmet is lost, stolen,
or damaged, the member will submit a copy of the appropriate case
report and other applicable reports to the unit commanding
officer. The member's unit commanding officer will:

a.

review all reports pertaining to the incident and recommend
whether or not a replacement helmet should be issued at the
Department's expense.

3
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b.

2.

forward copies of all related reports with his
recommendati on to the Commanding Officer, Equipment and
Supply Section.

The Department - issued helmet will be worn when:
a.

operating a motorcycle or Police All
(PAPV).

b.

directed by a Department bureau or division order.

c.

directed by
situation .

a

ranking

officer

Purpose Vehicle

during

an

emergency

NOTB1 The helmet will be worn with all straps properly
fastened.

VI.

3.

The member's star number will be affixed to the helmet
immediately above and following the contour of the points of the
star emblem. Star numbers can be requisitioned from the Equipment
and Supply Section.

4.

Members assigned to bicycle patrol duties will wear the
Department issued bicycle safety helmet when engaged in mobile
patrol. The helmet will be worn with all straps properly
fastened.

5.

Head covers worn under the helmet for warmth will be black or
navy blue in color.

SOPT BODY ARMOR
A.

B.

The wearing of soft body armor, both the front and rear panels, by all
sworn members while in the performance of field duties is MANDATORY .
1.

The Department will provide the first issue of soft body armor to
all sworn members. This equipment is classified as the member's
personal equipment.

2.

Individually, members are responsible for the care and
maintenance of their personal soft body armor. Should this item
become lost, stolen, damaged or worn beyond serviceability, the
individual officer will be responsible for replacement.

3.

The deputy superintendent of each bureau and the commanding
officer of exempt rank for each unit within the Office of the
Superintendent will issue written directives which designate, by
duty assignment, which members under their command are not
required to wear soft body armor.

4.

sworn members who are not required to wear soft body armor will
have it readily available during duty hours .

Authorized Soft Body Armor
1.

Sworn members are authorized to use soft body armor that meets or
exceeds ballistic Protection Threat Level II as prescribed in the
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National Institute of Justice (NIJ) Standard 0101.03, or the most
current standard. Soft body armor will contain a manufacturer's
label attesting to NIJ certification.
2.

C.

VII.

u

A sworn member will not wear soft body armor which has sustained
the impact of a gunshot; or when the ballistic panel is ripped,
torn, punctured, creased or otherwise damaged.

Replacement of Soft Body Armor
1.

A sworn member whose soft body armor is unavoidably damaged in
the performance of duty may seek the temporary loan of soft body
armor by submitting directly to Operations Command a To-From
Subject report addressed to the First Deputy Superintendent and
approved by the member's unit/watch commander, along with copies
of related documents.

2.

A member issued temporary replacement soft body armor will be
responsible for the proper care, laundering, maintenance and
return of the soft body armor to Operations Command.

3.

Temporary issue Department soft body armor will be returned to
Operations Command wit hin 14 day• from the date of issue . If the
member must retain the soft body armor for more than 14 days , a
To-From-Subject
report
addressed
to
the
First
Deputy
Superintendent, approved by the member's unit/watch commander,
requesting an extension will be submitted directly to Operations
Conunand. This report will contain an explanation of the need for
an extension.

4.

With the approval of the Superintendent , the Department will
arrange for the replacement of any body armor which saved the
officer from serious injury or death, at no cost to the member.

S01'T BODY ARMOR COVBR/CARRISR

A.

The polyester/cotton ballistic panel cover will not be worn exposed.

B.

The Department
carriers:

authorizes use of the

following

soft body armor

l.

Uniform Oyershirt Carrier - a carrier that resembles a uniform
shirt without sleeves or a collar. The uniform overshirt carrier
will be made of the same material and in· the same color as the
member's approved uniform shirt, and may be worn as an outer
garment, when the shirt is authorized as an outer garment.

2.

Ouilted. Nylon or Corciura Carriers - carriers that resemble a
quilted insulated vest or uniform shirt without sleeves or
collar. These carriers may be black or navy blue in color and
must be worn underneath an outer garment.

3.

Leather Carrier - a carrier that resembles a uniform shirt
without sleeves or a collar. The leather carrier will be the
same color as the member's approved uniform shirt, and may be
worn as an outer garment, when the shirt is authorized as an
outer garment.

5
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4.

Business Attire Carrier - a carrier that resembles a conventional
vest which may be worn with a suit or sport coat . The business
attire carrier will be of a color and fabric which is compatible
with conservative business attire. This carrier is authorized
for use by members authorized to wear conservative business
attire as defined in this directive.
NOTB1 When soft body az:mor carriers are worn as an outer garment
by uniformed meuibers, the star and naJneplate/unit
designator will be properly affixed to the carrier.

VIII. HANDCO'J.l'FS/RESTRAINING DBVICBS

IX.

A.

In accordance with the General Order entitled "Restraining Arrestees"
and related directives, sworn members, while performing field duties,
are required to carry and use approved handcuffs/disposable restraining
devices .

s.

Sworn members whose date of appointment is after 1 December 1991, are
required to own and carry Department approved handcuffs.

c.

Handcuffs/disposable restraining devices will be carried concealed or
within a prescribed carrying case.

ONIPORM INSIGNIA AND SBRVICB TBNORB
A.

Department sworn members of the rank of sergeant and above will wear
the appropriate insignia of rank on their uniform outer garments.
~ieutenants and above will wear full size insignia on both epaulets of
all outer garments; the wearing of the miniature insignia on the collar
has been discontinued.

s.

Insignia of rank are as follows:
1.

Superintendent of Police - 4 silver colored stars .

2.

First Deputy Superintendent - 3 silver colored stars.

3.

Deputy Superintendent - 2 silver colored stars.

4.

Chief - l silver colored star.

5.

Assistant Deputy Superintendent, Bureau of Operational Services silver colored spread eagle.

6.

All other Assistant Deputy superintendents and General Counsel to
the Superintendent - gold colored spread eagle .

7.

Deputy Chief - silver colored oak leaves.

s.

Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent,
Coordinator and Director - gold colored oak leaves.

9.
10.

Commander ,

. Captain - 2 silver colored bars.
Lieutenant - 1 silver colored bar.

6
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11.

Inspector - Inspectors will wear the uniform of lieutenant of
police with no insignia of rank and the appropriate Chicago
Police gold colored star on their uniform outer garment.

12.

Sergeant - 3 chevrons.

f.

C.

Insignia Placement
1.

Stars
Full-size insignia - will be centered on the epaulet and spaced
evenly between the epaulet button and the shoulder seam. The
bottom two points of the stars are to be directed toward the
front of the uniform.

2.

Spread Eagles
Full-size insignia - will be centered on the epaulet, with the
head of the eagle pointed toward the epaulet button and its beak
directed toward the uniform front. The bottom edge of the laurel
branch will be spaced ~ " from the shoulder seam.

3.

Oak Leaves
Full-size insignia - will be centered on the epaulet, with the
bottom edge of the stem spaced W' from the shoulder seam.

4.

Bars
Full-size insignia - will be centered on the epaulet, with the
length of the bar(s) parallel to the shoulder seam. The longer
edge of the bar (s) will be spaced ~·· from the shoulder seam.

5.

Chevrons
Three chevrons, as specified in the Uniform and Equipment
Specifications Manual, will be worn on all uniform shirts and
outer garments, with the exception of rainwear, by members of the
rank of sergeant. Chevrons points will face up.
Shirt placement - chevrons will be centered and sewn on both
uniform shirt sleeves, with the upper point of the chevron 4 3/4"
down from the shoulder seams.
Outer garments - chevrons will be centered · and sewn on both
sleeves of all outer garments, with the exception of rainwear,
with the upper point of the chevron 5 W ' down from the shoulder
seams .

6.

u

Patch Insignia
A Field Training Officer patch insignia , as specified in the
Uniform and Equipment Specifications Manual, will be worn by
sworn members appointed to the position of Field Training Officer
on all uniform shirts and uniform outer garments, with the
exception of rainwear.
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The insignia will be centered and sewn on each sleeve. The point
of the top of the insignia will be positioned between 4 3/4" and
5 1/2" from the shoulder seam for insignia sewn on uniform shirts
ands 1/2" for all other uniform outer garments.
7.

D.

E.

Cross - Department chaplains will wear the uniform of lieutenant
of police with no insignia of rank. Department chaplains will
wear a silver colored cross on each lapel of the uniform blouse
and overcoat. A"cross will be worn near the collar points on all
other uniform outer garments including the uniform shirt. The
appropriate Chicago gold-colored star will be worn on the uniform
outer garment.

Unit Assignment Designator
1.

Each member will be issued two unit assignment designators
indicating the member's current assignment (i.e. , district,
bureau or office) .

2.

The unit assignment designator will be positioned so that it will
be clearly visible below the member ' s nameplate. The combined
nameplate/unit designator will be worn on the uniform outer
garment (except rainwear) .

3.

A sworn member who is transferred to another unit will return
Department issued unit designators to the unit secretary of the
unit from which the member is being transferred. unit designators
will be issued by the unit secretary of the new unit of
assignment.

4.

Lost unit assignment designators will be replaced at the member's
expense. Additional unit assignment designators may be purchased
from local uniform retailers.

s.

Unit commanding officers will maintain a sufficient supply of
unit assignment designators. Unit assignment designators may be
requisitioned from the Equipment and Supply Section via a
Material Requisition form (CP-GS-6) .

Prescribed Stars and Civilian Badges
Sworn members and authorized civilian members will wear the prescribed
star/badge as specified in the Uniform and Equipment Specifications
Manual. The prescribed star/civilian badge will be positioned on the
left breast of the uniform outer garment.

F.

Uniform Cap Shield/Insignia
l.

Uniformed personnel will affix the prescribed cap shield/insignia
to the front of the round crown cap.

2.

Sworn exempt personnel, captains and lieutenants will wear a~"
wide gold braid encircling the front half of the round crown cap.
In addition, exempt personnel caps will have the top front of the
visor embroidered with two arcs of oak leaves with acorns in gold
thread.

8
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G.

H.

3.

Sergeants will wear a gold cor d encircling the front half o f t he
round crown cap.

4.

Members authorized to wear the utility cap will affix t he
prescribed shoulder patch or an embroidered replica of the
prescribed shoulder patch, commensurate with the member's r a nk,
to the front of the cap.

Shoulder Patches
l.

Unless otherwise specified, the Chicago Police Department
shoulder patch and the City of Chicago flag patch will be sewn on
sworn members' shirts and all other uniform outer garments (wi th
the exception of rainwear) .

2.

Uniformed civilian members will wear the shoulder patch
prescribed for their job title as outlined in the Uniform and
Equipment Specifications Manual.

Service Tenure Insignia
l.

Service bars and stars will be positioned as outlined in the
Uniform and Equipment Specifications Manual.

2.

Upon completion of the below listed period of service, uniformed
members are required to wear service bar(s) and/or star(s) on
uniform outer garments with the exception of shirts, rainwear,
leather jackets, wool overcoats and the pull - over style sweater
authorized as an outer garment.
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
X.

5 years - l bar.
10 years - 2 bars.
15 years - 3 bars.
20 years - 1 gold star.
25 years - 1 gold star and l bar.
30 years
1 gold star and 2 bars.
35 years - 1 gold star and 3 bars.
40 years - 2 gold stars.

-

MJ:SCBLLANBOUS AtJTHORIZATION/BXBMPTIONS AND PROHIBITIONS
A.

While on duty, members will carry the identification card issued by the
Department, and a valid Illinois Driver's License.

B.

When assigned to uniformed duty, members will wear a comple te uniform,
including the prescribed round crown cap. Clothing and equipment will
be properly buttoned, fastened or zippered when in the public view.

C.

During the period of 1 June through 30 September, wearing of the
prescribed round crown cap is mandatory when a member is:
l.

assigned to a foot post or when performing foot patrol .

2.

standing roll call inspection.

3.

directing traffic.

4.

assigned to a pre - planned event , unless directed otherwise .
9
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S.

exposed to inclement weather and the wearing of rainwear is
appropriate.

6.

directed by a supervisor when circumstances are such that
immediate police recognition is necessary for the public or for
officer safety.

7.

attending a formal occasion, such as a wake or funeral.
NOTB1 The requirement to wear the uniform cap is superceded by an
official order mandating the wearing of the Department

issued helmet.
D.

During the period of 1 June through 30 September, uniformed members may
choose not to wear the uniform cap while assigned to routine patrol
duties. However, all members will ensure that the uniform cap is kept
readily accessible during their tour of duty.

E.

When an outer garment is removed, the prescribed star/badge,
nameplate/unit designator and appropriate insignia of rank will be worn
on the uniform shirt.
Body insulators and the quilted, nylon or
cordura soft body armor carriers will not be worn as outer garments
unless the member is engaged in a temporary indoor assignment.

F.

Turtleneck/mock turtleneck shirts, colored
printed messages/illustrations which may
shirt are prohibited. uniform shirts will
the exception of the top collar button of

G.

When assigned to administrative duties inside a police facility,
regardless of seasonal uniform requirements, uniformed members may wear
the prescribed short sleeve shirt without a necktie.

H.

Members will not:

undershirts and shirts with
be seen through a uniform
be completely buttoned with
the short sleeve shirt.

1.

wear the prescribed star/badge, photo identification card, cap
shield/insignia or any identifiable uniform garment while off
duty unless authorized by the Superintendent of Police.

2.

wear the uniform while on suspension.

3.

wear exposed suspenders while in uniform.

4.

wear shoes that are not authorized, or are unshined, dirty or
worn beyond serviceability.

S.

wear a uniform cap from which the grommet has been removed or
altered .

6.

turn up or roll sleeves of their uniform or citizen's dress
shirt .

7.

wear an exposed holster which extends more than 10" below the
trouser belt line.

8.

conceal or alter the star, badge, cap shield/insignia,
nameplate/unit designator while in uniform.

or
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I.

9.

hold smoking paraphernalia or other items (e.g., gum, toothpicks,
confections, etc.) in the mouth, exposed to public view while on
duty .

10 .

use radios, televisions, amusement games/devices or tape
recorders/CD players while on duty, unless otherwise authorized
by their unit commanding ofticer . Personal paging devices will
be worn on the belt or carried concealed.

11.

wear shoulder holsters exposed.

12.

wear iridescent or non- conservative personal items
eyeglass/sunglass frames, pens, etc.) while in uniform.

13.

carry exposed billfolds, personal keys, etc.

(e.g .,

Sworn members will have in their possession the following items while
on duty:
1.

Prescribed firearm,
ammunition.

2.

Prescribed holster .

3.

Authorized amount of extra ammunition.

4.

Authorized ammunition pouch and/or magazine case/speedloader.

5.

Handcuffs/disposable restraining device, when required by duty
assignment.

6.

Department photo identification card.

7.

Valid Illinois Driver's License.

8.

Prescribed Chicago Police Star.

9.

Watch.

10.

Ball point pen with black ink .

11 .

Department authorized baton.

12.

Personal aerosol
assignment.

13.

Soft body armor, when required by duty assignment.

oc

fully loaded with Department authorized

chemical device, when required by duty

NOTB: 'D'nle•• otherwiae modified by Department, bureau or diviaion
directive, items l, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 12 listed in Item X-I will be
concealed, but carried in an accesaible manner, by aworn members
who are authorised to wear citizen's dre••·
J.

u

Uniformed members will not wear any of the following items at any time
while on duty. Sworn members assigned to citizen's dress will not wear
any of following items while on duty, unless authorized in writing by
the member ' s unit commanding officer of exempt rank :
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XI.

l.

any visible facial or ear ornamentation/jewelry,
otherwise.

pierced or

2.

any visible neck chains, medals, medallions or necklace.

3.

any visible ankle or wrist bracelet.
medical information is permissible.

4.

more than three finger rings.

5.

any unauthorized insignia or pin.

A bracelet containing

K.

Tie bars or tie tacks will be plain, white and/or yellow metal. A tie
bar ' s vertical dimension will not exceed l/ 4 11 ; horizontal dimension
will not exceed the width of the tie; tie tacks will not be larger than
3/4 11 by 3/4" . Tie tacks will be centered, tie bars will be centered
and at a right angle to the tie.

L.

A single, metal or plastic miniature replica of the flag of t he United
States of America or the City of Chicago may be worn as a collar or
pocket pin , lapel pin , tie tack/bar . A single military pin or tie
tack/bar device may be worn if a member has served in the military
forces of the United States. When the device is worn as a tie tack
or pin, it will not exceed 3/4 11 in diameter. When a flag or military
service pin is worn, it will have a clasp, button , pin or post-type
fastening assembly.
1.

Documentation of military service tenure must be on file with the
Personnel Division before a member is authorized to wear a
military service pin .

2.

Authorized military service pins will depict one of the following:
a.

specific military branch with crest and branch.

b.

specific military branch with honorable discharge.

c.

American legion, Veteran of Foreign Wars, or Amvet logos.

3.

authorized flag or military service pin can be worn only on the
lower right corner of the left pocket flap whenever the uniform
shirt is worn as the outer garment. When the uniform necktie is
worn in conjunction with the uniform shirt, an authorized flag or
military service pin may be worn on the necktie. When the uniform
outer garment is other than the uniform shirt, a flag or military
service pin may be worn on the lower corner of the left collar .

4.

Flags may be displayed as either waving or fully extended and will
not be larger than 3/4'1 by 3/4". When worn, a flag or military
pin will be displayed in its conventional upright position.

An

CITIZEN'S DRBSS

A.

Dress Requirements - Sworn Members
l.

Sworn members who are authorized to wear citizen's dress will
wear conservative "business" attire. Articles of clothing will

12
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be clean and well pressed, conservative in color and design and
will include the following:
a.

Male Members
Suit or sportcoat with trousers, shirt, necktie, shoes and
socks. When in a police facility and not in public view,
the sport coat or suit coat may be removed .

b.

Female Members
A dress; suiti or blazer-type jacket with blouse and/or
sweater in combination with slacks or skirt, shoes and
socks/hose.
Notes Denim fabrics, leieure, and exercise styled apparel
are prohibited unleaa otherwise authorized in
writing by a commanding officer of exempt rank.
Sworu members assigned to field duties
are
prohibited from wearing sandals, or ahoea with a
heal height higher than 2 inches.

B.

2.

When required or as directed by supervisory personnel, the
prescribed star and/or photo identification card will be 'worn on
outer garments. When in a Department facility, the identification
card will be worn such that the member is readily identified.

3.

Commanding officers of exempt rank may modify, in writing, the
provisions of citizen's dress requirements whenever a member's
duty assignment so requires.

Dress Requirements - Civilian Members
Civilian members will present a "business-like" appearance .
Denim fabrics, leisure, and exercise styled apparel are
prohibited unless otherwise authorized in writing by their
commanding officer of exempt rank. Articles of clothing will be
clean and well pressed, conservative in color and design. When in
a Department facility, the photo identification card will be worn

--==
ntendent of Police
Indicates new or revised item.
94-081 FC/EM
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STARS
Minianu-e insignia will be centered on a horizontal line
between rhc top snd bottom edges of the collar. The
leading or forward edge will be Yz inch from the edge of
the collar. The upper point ol the insi&nia will point to the
edge of the collar.

SPREAD EAOLES
Miniature insignia will be centered between the top and
bottom edges of the collar. The bonom edge of the laurel
branch will be f·arallel to and spaced. Yz inch from the
collar front. The beak of the eagle head will be directed
toward the neck of the uniformed member.

OAK LEAFS
MiniatUrC insignias will be centered between the top and
bottom edges of the collar. The bottom of the oak leaf stem
will be directed toward the collar point. The leading edge

of the insignia will be spaced ~ inch from the front edge
of the collar.

BARS
Minianue insi$Iliaa will be ccnten:d between the top and
bottom edges of the collar. The longer edge of the bar(s)
will be spaced 11.a inch from. and parallel to, the front edge
of the collar.
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